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EmployABLE project

The employment project started its first main activity, in the most 
wonderful city of Cluj-Napoca, Romania.

Erasmus+ Youth Exchange
Cluj-Napoca, Romania
April 11-18, 2018



What is it?

• EmployABLE is a European collaboration bringing together 51 
disabled and non-disabled young people from 5 different countries. 

• Together we will learn new employment skills through carrying out all 
of the tasks for the creation of an inclusive Celebration of Martial Arts 

• Our celebration will take place in Dublin in November 2019



First day. 12th of April
First, we started the day with Icebreaker games by the hosts of Romania. We did presentations and then we had 
a good time trying to guess/remember the name of each participant…

What’s a celebration?

And “employABLE”?

We discussed and thought about it in 
groups and drew different 
conclusions.



- Posting on Social Media session

We learnt about Social Media

and how to make word clouds

WORD CLOUD
What’s Martial Arts?

What’s the difference between sport Martial 
arts and traditional Martial arts?



✓ A great Team Builder by Dirk.

Icebreaker game with a messy rope…

All participants can do it and have fun.



Second day. 13 of April

✓Morning energiser from Italy, getting to know each other. We really had fun

✓Learning about previous celebrations 



✓Discussion about “What’s my ideal job?”

We formed groups that mixed people from different countries and each one said about what they 
considered "their ideal job“…



✓Martial Arts session with Dirk, Ray and Mel

✓Marketing session. Learning concepts about marketing.

We made the Mission, Vision and Values of the project



✓ Icebreaker games, getting to know each other

✓Presentation about Accessible Communication to everyone by Angus, a participant from UK

We learned how to make communication easier for everyone, for example, the style of the letter “Verdana” 
is the clearest, adding subtitles and sign language to the videos, adding a caption which describes each 
picture.. 

Third day. 14th of April



✓Another presentation about Marketing.

We learnt about SWOT analysis and we made groups

to discuss the SWOT of the celebration.



✓Energiser from Poland.

We danced “The Macarena” 

✓ Martial arts session with the coaches (Ray, Mel and Dirk)

✓ Icebreaker game “Protect the VIP” where in groups of three people, one is the 
VIP; one, the police/bodyguard and the other the “fan”…



Fourth day. 15th of April
✓We went out to visit the school for blind people. There we did some activities like: climbing, riding in tandem, 

football, basketball, a martial arts session and we also toured the school. It was really interesting.



✓ In the afternoon we did a cultural tour of the city of Cluj-Napoca

We visit the National Museum of Transylvanian History



Fifth day. 16th of April
City activities: 

✓ All day photographing the city of Cluj-Napoca and uploading the photos onto Social Media

✓We also had to photograph inaccessible sites that we saw around the city



✓We ate typical food from Romania

✓We savoured the traditional Palinka 

✓We danced the traditional dance

✓We heard stories about Romania

Traditional dinner



Sixth day. 17th of April

✓ We talked about Dissemination ideas, Sponsors… we worked to put together all the ideas



An interview for a local radio

We were interviewed by a blind reported from radio.

Some of our participants shared their experience in the project.

In the pic we can see two blind people asking and answering some questions.



✓We also talked about ways to raise money in mixed groups



And that was our 
EmployABLE project

in Cluj-Napoca


